Effects on breathing of ventrolateral medullary cooling in awake goats.
Our objective was to investigate the role of the ventrolateral medulla (VLM) in the control of breathing during the awake state. In 17 awake adult goats, chronically implanted thermodes were used to cool the VLM and thereby cause reversible neuronal dysfunction in all or portions of the area between the first hypoglossal rootlet and the ponto-medullary junction (so-called area M (rostral) and area S). Within 5 s after the initiation of cooling, 60-100% of areas M and S, pulmonary ventilation (VE) decreased uniformly over conditions of eucapnia, hypercapnia, hypoxia, and exercise (P < 0.05). Between 10 and 20 s of cooling, the reduction in VE was approximately 10% greater during eucapnia and hypercapnia than during hypoxia and exercise (P < 0.05). For the remaining 10 s of cooling and for about 1 min after cooling, VE increased to and above control level. Cooling only rostral area M or only caudal area M-rostral area S affected breathing qualitatively in the same manner as when 60-100% of areas M and S were cooled. However, cooling caudal area S had effects that differed significantly (P < 0.05) from more rostral cooling in that the initial decrease in VE was attenuated and the subsequent increase was accentuated. The initial uniform decreased VE during cooling suggests that superficial VLM nonchemoreceptor neurons facilitate breathing. The subsequent relatively greater effect of cooling during eucapnia and hypercapnia probably reflects dysfunction of chemoreceptor-related neurons that normally stimulate breathing. The stimulation of breathing during the later stages and after cooling may suggest that some VLM neurons inhibit breathing.